PLAN VIEW

PREPRUFE®
SCS MEMBRANE

PREPRUFE CJ TAPE

INJECTION PORT ASSEMBLY
- POSITION 6-12 IN, 150-300 mm
FROM OUTSIDE CORNER
- 4 FT, 1.2 m. VERTICAL SPACING
WITH 2 FT, 0.6 m OFFSET FROM
ADJACENT WALL

SHOTCRETE WALL

SOIL RETENTION SYSTEM

HYDRODUCT®
DRAINAGE COMPOSITE
(SEE NOTE)

COMPARTMENT
DETAIL
(REFER TO SCS-017)

NOTE: IF HYDRODUCT IS USED AS PART OF THE DRAINAGE SYSTEM, 6 MIL, 1.5 mm POLY IS REQUIRED BETWEEN THE
HYDRODUCT AND THE PREPRUFE SCS MEMBRANE

OUTSIDE CORNER
PREPRUFE® SCS
WATERPROOFING SYSTEM FOR SHOTCRETE